AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA)
AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR),
SALINAS VALLEY STATE PRISON (SVSP) REGARDING THE EXPANSION OF THE HEALTH
FACILITY MAINTENANCE PROGRAM TO PSYCHIATRIC INPATIENT PROGRAM
CDCR LOG #19-0870

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the
conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on October 17, 2019, regarding the Expansion of the Health
Facility Maintenance (HFM) program to Psychiatric Inpatient Program (PIP). This Agreement becomes an
Addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section
27.01, which expires on July 2, 2020.

1. The State (SVSP) and CCPOA agree that no custody will escort PIA Offenders from A yard to TC1
   or TC2.

2. The State (SVSP) and CCPOA agree that PIA Offenders workers will not be separated while
cleaning their required building.

3. The State (SVSP) and CCPOA agree that BU6 members will not be required to remove a PIP
   Offender out of their cell so that PIA can conduct cell cleaning.

4. The State (SVSP) and CCPOA agree that PIA Offenders will vacate the immediate area when the
   PIP Offenders are being released inside the building.

5. The State (SVSP) and CCPOA agree that officers assigned to clean TC1 and TC2 will be required
to eat and take their breaks outside their respective buildings under direct supervision of the
CALPIA supervisor. If inclement weather occurs, the offenders will be accommodated inside the
building but not intermingle with PIP Offenders.

6. The State (SVSP) and CCPOA agree, at the request of either party, to reopen this table within
   ninety (90) days of the date of implementation to address any unforeseen workload impact which
cannot first be locally resolved.
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